"Most of the curriculum is online, so it makes it possible for me to work full time and still attend school. This is something that was lacking with the other programs I was looking at before choosing Pacific’s MHA program."

— Quanita Anwar BSDH ’14, MHA ’17

“I was looking for a PA program that would foster a collaborative environment with the opportunity to engage in community service and gain experience in global health — requirements that Pacific exceeds.”

— Danielle DeBois MSPAS ’18

Your gift every year makes a difference every day

Immersive learning environments at Pacific University create unique opportunities for our students to learn and grow. From hybrid curricula intended for working professionals to interprofessional learning designed to improve interdisciplinary collaboration and quality of care, your generosity allows a new generation of Pacific students to further their graduate education.

Quanita Anwar BSDH ’14, MHA ’17 is looking to further advance her career by completing the Master’s in Healthcare Administration program. This unique program, intended for working professionals, allows students like Quanita to strike a balance between working full time as a dental hygienist and advancing her educational ambitions. Quanita will be graduating this August and is eager to gain more management experience before starting her PhD in public health.

Danielle DeBois MSPAS ’18 is far from her hometown of Chicago, but couldn’t imagine attending a physician assistant program other than Pacific’s. “I am constantly impressed and inspired by our faculty and my classmates and am incredibly grateful for all of the help extended to me.” Upon graduation, Danielle hopes to work in rural emergency medicine. Her volunteer experience with Pacific’s Interprofessional Diabetes Clinic has poised her to continue her work with rural and minority populations, and is a daily reminder of why she is pursuing her graduate degree.

Gifts to the Pacific Excellence Fund allow students like Quanita and Danielle to attend this special university. You create opportunities for them to learn, practice and participate in community efforts and special collaborations that shape them into leaders who are eager to make a difference in their fields and beyond.

Make your gift to the Pacific Excellence Fund today and help our students thrive.

Sincerely,

Karine Kadyan
Director of Leadership Annual Giving